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DIRECTIONAL WAVELET TRANSFORMS FOR PREDICTION RESIDUALS IN VIDEO CODING
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ABSTRACT
Various directional transforms have been developed recently to improve image compression. In video compression, however, prediction residuals of image intensities, such as the motion compensation residual or the resolution enhancement residual, are transformed. The applicability of the directional transforms on prediction residuals have not been carefully investigated. In this paper, we briefly discuss differing characteristics of prediction residuals and images, and propose directional transforms specifically designed for prediction residuals. We compare these transforms with the directional transforms proposed for images using prediction residuals. The results of the comparison indicate that our proposed directional transforms can provide better compression of prediction residuals than the directional transforms proposed for images.

Index Terms— Video coding, Wavelet transforms

1. INTRODUCTION
Transforms are fundamental components of image and video compression systems. In image compression, the image intensities are transformed, whereas in video compression, prediction residuals of image intensities are often transformed. Examples of prediction residuals include the motion-compensation-residual (MC-residual), the resolution-enhancement-residual (RE-residual) in scalable video coding and the disparity-compensation-residual (DC-residual) in multiview coding. Typically, transforms used to compress images are also used to compress prediction residuals. For example, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to compress images in the JPEG standard and MC-residuals in the MPEG-2 standard. Another example of such transforms is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), which is used to compress images in the JPEG2000 standard and high-pass prediction residual frames in inter-frame wavelet coding [1]. However, prediction residuals may have different characteristics from images [2, 3] (See Figure 1 for a visual comparison). Therefore, it is of interest to study if transforms better than those used for images can be developed for prediction residuals.

Recently, significant research has been performed to develop transforms that can take advantage of locally anisotropic features in images [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Conventionally, the 2-D DCT or the 2-D DWT is carried out as a separable transform by cascading two 1-D transforms in the vertical and horizontal dimensions. This approach does not take advantage of the locally anisotropic features present in images because it favors horizontal or vertical features over others. These other approaches adapt to locally anisotropic features in images by performing the filtering along the direction where the image intensity variations are smaller. This is achieved, for example, by directional lifting implementations of the DWT [4]. Even though most of the work is based on the DWT, similar ideas have been applied to DCT-based image compression [6]. It appears that these ideas have not been applied to modeling and compressing prediction residuals in video coding.

In [3], we proposed directional block transforms for the MC-residual and showed potential gains achievable with these transforms within the H.264/AVC codec. In this paper, we propose directional wavelet transforms for prediction residuals. We compare these transforms with the separable wavelet transform as well as some directional wavelet transforms proposed for images. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss differing characteristics of images and prediction residuals to motivate the proposed transforms. In Section 3, we first review some of the directional wavelet transforms proposed for images and then propose the directional wavelet transforms for prediction residuals. Some experimental results are then provided in Section 4, along with a conclusion in Section 5.

2. ANISOTROPIC FEATURES IN IMAGES AND PREDICTION RESIDUALS
Prediction residuals are the errors in predicting image intensities from previously encoded image intensities. It is well known that characteristics of images vary considerably from region to region in an image. Prediction residuals in video coding also have greatly varying characteristics. Figure 1 shows an image, its MC-residual and its RE-residual. In the MC-residual, prediction errors in smooth and slowly moving regions are smaller than in moving texture regions or edges. In the RE-residual, prediction errors in smooth regions are much smaller than in detailed texture regions or around edges.

In these prediction residuals, large prediction errors often concentrate in detailed texture regions or along edges. A simple inspection of the residual images indicates that one-dimensional structures along such edges occur in many regions of the residuals. Within a local neighborhood, many pixel intensities may be close to zero except those ones along edges. It appears that using two-dimensional transforms with basis functions that have square support is not the best choice for such regions. Therefore, we propose to use transforms with basis functions whose support follows the one-dimensional structures of the prediction residuals. Specifically, we propose to use one-dimensional directional DWT’s on prediction residuals. These transforms are discussed in the next Section, along with a review of other directional wavelet transforms that were previously proposed for images.
3. DIRECTIONAL WAVELET TRANSFORMS

Many approaches have been developed to overcome the limitations of separable wavelet transforms in image processing. Some of these approaches are bandelets [5], directionlets [7], and lifting-based wavelet transforms with directional prediction [4, 8]. In this paper, we focus on the lifting-based approaches because our proposed directional transforms can be explained more easily within the lifting framework. We first briefly review the lifting implementation of the DWT and then discuss the lifting-based approaches with directional prediction proposed for images. Finally, we introduce the lifting-based approach with directional prediction for prediction residuals.

3.1. Lifting-Based Wavelet Transform

Lifting is a procedure to design wavelet transforms using a series of filtering steps called lifting steps [9]. As shown in Figure 2-a, the signal is first divided into even and odd samples and the odd samples are predicted from the even samples. The residual in that prediction is then used to update the even samples. Any number of prediction and update pairs can be cascaded until the final low-pass and high-pass signals of the transform are obtained. No matter how the prediction and update boxes in Figure 2 are chosen, this scheme is always invertible. The inverse transform is given in Figure 2-b.

The filters used for prediction and update determine the analysis and synthesis filters of the DWT. For example, the prediction and update filters shown below, result in the well-known 9/7 biorthogonal wavelet filters. A close inspection of these filters reveals that every odd sample is predicted by averaging and scaling the two neighboring even pixels, and every even pixel is updated by averaging and scaling the two neighboring odd pixels of the prediction residual.

\[
\begin{align*}
P_1(z) &= +1.58613(1 + z^{-1}) \quad U_1(z) = -0.05298(1 + z^{-1}) \\
P_2(z) &= -0.88291(1 + z^{-1}) \quad U_2(z) = +0.44350(1 + z^{-1}) \\
s_1 &= 1.23017 \
s_2 &= 1/s_1
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

3.2. Lifting-Based 2-D Wavelet Transform with Directional Prediction (2D-dir-DWT)

To apply a separable 2-D DWT on a 2-D signal using the lifting implementation, 1-D DWT’s with lifting implementation in the vertical and horizontal dimensions can be cascaded. Lifting-based wavelet transform with directional prediction is performed by choosing the pixels from which a prediction (or update) is formed in an intelligent manner. These pixels are chosen along a direction which is not necessarily the horizontal or vertical direction as it is the case for the lifting implementation of the separable 2-D DWT. Figure 3-a shows several options that can be used along the vertical dimension. To predict the pixels in an odd row, fractional-pixels (interpolated from pixels in the same row) or full-pixels from even rows aligned along a particular direction can be used. In the update step, pixels in even rows are updated from the prediction residuals in odd rows aligned along the same direction. After subsampling in the vertical dimension to form the low-pass and high-pass signals, similar directional prediction and update operations can be performed along the horizontal dimension, separately on the low-pass (Figure 3-b) and high-pass signals. The low-low signal can be transformed again using directional lifting operations to obtain multilevel directional subband decompositions.

Figure 3 shows the directional prediction options proposed in [4]. Other prediction options have also been proposed [8]. In fact, to predict (update) a pixel in an odd (even) row, any pixel from any even (odd) row can be used. Typically, however, nearby pixels are likely to provide better prediction.
3.3. Lifting-Based 1-D Wavelet Transform with Directional Prediction (1D-dir-DWT)

We propose lifting-based 1-D wavelet transform with directional prediction by applying the directional lifting steps only in the vertical or horizontal dimension. In other words, when performing the transform along the vertical dimension, either one of the prediction and update options in Figure 3-a is performed, or no prediction and update is performed. If no prediction and update is performed, then one of the prediction and update options in Figure 3-b is used along the horizontal dimension. If one of the options is performed, then no prediction and update is performed along the horizontal dimension.

For prediction residuals, directional 1-D DWTs can be superior to directional 2-D DWTs. As discussed in Section 2, the characteristics of prediction residuals are more coherent with the basis functions of directional 1-D DWTs. Much of the energy of prediction residuals concentrates along edges and object boundaries, forming one-dimensional structures. Transforms with basis functions whose support follow these one-dimensional structures can potentially perform better in approximating such regions of prediction residuals.

Even though 1-D directional transforms improve the compression of prediction residuals, 2-D transforms can also be used. There are regions of prediction residuals which can be better approximated with 2-D transforms. Therefore, in our experiments, we combine 1-D directional transforms with 2-D separable transforms. In other words, we perform locally (on a block basis) either a 1-D directional DWT, or a 2-D separable DWT, or no transform at all.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present experimental results to compare the transforms discussed in Section 3 on MC-residuals and RE-residuals. We use a total of 10 CIF resolution video sequences for the experiments. From each sequence, we use a specific frame to compute its motion-compensated residual (P-frame with 8x8-pixel blocks and quarter-pixel motion estimation), and its resolution-enhancement residual (interpolated from QCIF resolution using the method in the reference software of H.264/AVC). Specifically, we compress a total of 20 (=10x2) prediction residual frames with each of the following transforms:

- 2-D separable DWT (2D-sep-DWT)
- 2-D directional DWTs (2D-dir-DWTs)
- 1-D directional DWTs and 2-D separable DWT (1D-dir-DWTs + 2D-sep-DWT).

We use only the prediction options that are shown in Figure 3. We select the best transform (i.e. prediction option) in a local region (8x8-pixel block) with rate-distortion optimization. Rate-distortion optimization is performed by minimizing a Lagrangian cost function, formed from the mean-square-error and the number of nonzero transform coefficients, over each available prediction option. The lifting filters that were used in the experiments are the ones of the 9/7 biorthogonal wavelet filters.

We evaluate compression performance with PSNR and the number of nonzero transform coefficients (NONTC) after thresholding. Since we do not perform entropy coding, the bitrate is not used. The side information that would be needed to transmit the chosen transforms for each local region is also not taken into account. The effect of this side information is not likely to affect the main conclusion of this paper. Indeed, 2D-dir-DWTs require one out of 81 (= 9x9) transforms for each block, while 1D-dir-DWTs + 2D-sep-DWT require one out of 20 (= 2x9 + 1 + 1) transforms. The number of available choices is less, and the bitrate used for the side information is likely to be less. The 2D-sep-DWT, however, does not need transmission of side information. Typically, the increase in the bitrate due to the side information does not overshadow the gains achieved from using directional transforms [3, 4].

To summarize the comparison results at different compression ratios, we use a coefficient savings metric and the Bjontegaard-Delta PSNR (BD-PSNR) metric [10]. These metrics measure, respectively, the average percentage of coefficient savings and the average PSNR improvement between two PSNR-NONTC curves. Each curve is formed from four PSNR-NONTC data points with varying PSNR levels ranging from around 30 dB to 45 dB. For the comparisons, we take as one of the two PSNR-NONTC curves, the curve produced by the 2D-sep-DWT. The other curve is that produced by the transform combination that is compared with the 2D-sep-DWT.

Figures 4 and 5 summarize the results of the experiments. Figure 4 shows the coefficient savings of 2D-dir-DWTs over the 2D-sep-DWT on MC-residuals and RE-residuals. Figure 5 shows the coefficient savings of our proposed 1D-dir-DWTs + 2D-sep-DWT over the 2D-sep-DWT on MC-residuals and RE-residuals.

It can be observed from these Figures that 1D-dir-DWTs combined with the 2D-sep-DWT can perform much better at compressing prediction residuals than 2D-dir-DWTs. Specifically, in each of the 20 cases, our proposed method performed better than the 2D-dir-DWTs. On average, the 2D-dir-DWTs require 5% fewer coefficients than the 2D-sep-DWT for MC-residuals, and the 1D-dir-DWTs and 2D-sep-DWT combination requires 21% fewer coefficients than the 2D-sep-DWT. For RE-residuals, the savings are on average 2% if 2D-dir-DWTs are used, and 15% if the 1D-dir-DWTs and 2D-sep-DWT combination is used.

No plots are provided to show the compression results with the BD-PSNR metric due to space limitations. The average improvements with this metric are as follows. While 2D-dir-DWTs provide on average 0.10 dB PSNR improvement over the 2D-sep-DWT for MC-residuals, the 1D-dir-DWTs and 2D-sep-DWT combination provides on average 0.33 dB PSNR improvement over the 2D-sep-DWT. For RE-residuals, the improvements are on average 0.05 dB for the 2D-dir-DWTs, and 0.53 dB for the 1D-dir-DWTs and 2D-sep-DWT combination.

These results clearly indicate that using one-dimensional directional wavelet transforms in addition to the two-dimensional separable wavelet transform can perform much better at compressing prediction residuals than using only two-dimensional directional wavelet transforms or the two-dimensional separable wavelet transform.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Typically, transforms used in image compression are also used to compress prediction residuals. However, prediction residuals may have different characteristics from images. Therefore it is useful to develop transforms that are adapted to prediction residuals. Various directional wavelet transforms have been developed recently to improve the compression of images. In this paper, we developed one-dimensional directional wavelet transforms specifically targeted for the compression of prediction residuals. To compare the compression performance of these transforms, we performed some preliminary experiments. The results indicate that using one-dimensional directional transforms in addition to two-dimensional separable transforms gives significantly better compression results for prediction residuals than using two-dimensional directional transforms or separable transforms.
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